Abstract-Vector clocks are the appropriate mechanism used to track causality among the events produced by a distributed computation. Traditional implementations of vector clocks require application messages to piggyback a vector of n integers (where n is the number of processes). This paper investigates the tracking of the causality relation on a subset of events (namely, the events that are defined as "relevant" from the application point of view) in a context where communication channels are not required to be FIFO, and where there is no a priori information on the connectivity of the communication graph or the communication pattern. More specifically, the paper proposes a suite of simple and efficient implementations of vector clocks that address the reduction of the size of message timestamps, i.e., they do their best to have message timestamps whose size is less than n. The relevance of such a suite of protocols is twofold. From a practical side, it constitutes the core of an adaptive timestamping software layer that can used by underlying applications. From a theoretical side, it provides a comprehensive view that helps better understand distributed causalitytracking mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
A distributed computation consists of a set of processes that cooperate to achieve a common goal. A main characteristic of these computations lies in the fact that the processes do not share a common global memory, and communicate only by exchanging messages over a communication network. Moreover, message transfer delays are finite but unpredictable. This computation model defines what is known as the asynchronous distributed system model. It is particularly important as it includes systems that span large geographic areas, and systems that are subject to unpredictable loads. Consequently, the concepts, tools, and mechanisms developed for asynchronous distributed systems reveal to be both important and general.
Causality is a key concept to understand and master the behavior of asynchronous distributed systems. More precisely, given two events e and f of a distributed computation, a crucial problem that has to be solved in a lot of distributed applications is to know whether they are causally related, i.e., if the occurrence of one of them is a consequence of the occurrence of the other. Events that are not causally dependent are said to be concurrent. Hence, a fundamental distributed computing problem consists in the online tracking of dependencies on events. By associating with each event a vector timestamp of size n (where n is the total number of processes), a causality-tracking protocol makes possible to safely decide whether two events are causally related or not by the only comparison of their timestamps. It has been shown that the size n for the event timestamps is a necessary requirement [3] . Moreover, causality-tracking protocols require that each application message piggybacks control information. The first causalitytracking protocol (denoted here P0 and called "canonical implementation") requires that each application message carries an integer vector of size n [4] , [13] .
In many applications, detecting causal dependencies (or concurrency) on all events is not desirable. More precisely, one is usually interested only in a subset of events called the relevant events (e.g., distributed debugging and rollbackrecovery just to name a few). This paper considers the tracking of the causal relationship on the relevant events of asynchronous message-passing distributed computations, and investigates the problem of reducing the size of the control information piggybacked by application messages. It is important to note that tracking causality on only a subset of the events of a computation is a more subtle issue than tracking causality on all the events. This is due to the fact that the nonrelevant events can establish causal dependencies on relevant events. From a "causality-tracking" perspective, this means that a protocol given in a context in which all the events are relevant does not necessarily work when only some events are relevant (this aspect of causality-tracking is addressed in Sections 5 and 7). Moreover, this investigation is done in a context where communication channels are not required to be FIFO, and where there is no a priori information on the communication graph connectivity or the communication pattern.
In order to reduce the number of entries of message timestamps, a condition is first introduced. It expresses which part of control information can be omitted from a message timestamp without preventing a correct causality-tracking event timestamping. This condition is abstract in the sense that it does not rely on particular data structures that could be directly accessed by processes. Several protocols are proposed: Each of them is based on a concrete approximation of the abstract condition. These protocols provide efficient implementations of vector clocks, in the sense that the size of message timestamps can be less than n. The case where the channels are FIFO is first examined. In this context, the well-known timestamping protocol introduced by Singhal and Kshemkalyani [17] is extended to suit to the case where only a subset of the primitive events are relevant. Then, the general case (where channels are not necessarily FIFO) is considered and two protocols, namely, P1 and P2, are proposed. From a practical point of view, P0, P1, and P2 form a suite of protocols well tailored to be embedded in an adaptive timestamping software layer that can be used to reduce as much as possible the control information piggybacked on application messages. When a message m is sent by an application, the timestamping software layer selects the protocol of the suite that minimizes the size of the control information attached to m. It is finally shown that when FIFO channels are available, P1 is strictly more efficient than the extended Singhal-Kshemkalyani's protocol.
Practically, many applications and toolkits can benefit from this timestamping software layer by reducing their message traffic. For example, a replicated storage system [19] , that represents the infrastructure of collaborative applications, uses vector clocks to detect 1) update (writewrite) conflicts (i.e., concurrent updates) of replicated data and 2) when an update operation has been executed at all sites. The latter point is also of primary importance when considering group toolkit such as ISIS [2] to implement message stability protocols [1] .
Last, but not least, in addition to its practical relevance, the proposed suite of protocols provides a comprehensive view that helps better understand the rules that master causality-tracking in distributed systems.
The paper is composed of eight sections. Sections 2 and 3 introduce the computation model and vector clocks, respectively. Section 4 introduces the abstract condition and proves that it is necessary and sufficient. Then, Section 5 considers the particular case where the channels are FIFO and presents the extended Singhal-Kshemkalyani's protocol E SK. The two protocols P1; P2 are presented in Section 6. Assuming FIFO channels, Section 7 compares them to E SK. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
COMPUTATION MODEL

Distributed Computation
A distributed program is made up of sequential local programs which communicate and synchronize only by exchanging messages. A distributed computation describes the execution of a distributed program. The execution of a local program gives rise to a sequential process. Let fP 1 ; P 2 ; . . . ; P n g be the finite set of sequential processes of the distributed computation. Each ordered pair of communicating processes ðP i ; P j Þ is connected by a reliable channel c ij through which P i can send messages to P j . We assume a process does not send messages to itself. Message transmission delays are finite but unpredictable. Moreover, channels are not necessarily FIFO. Process speeds are positive but arbitrary. In other words, the underlying computation model is asynchronous.
The local program associated with P i can include send, receive, and internal statements. The execution of such a statement produces a corresponding internal/send/receive event. These events are called primitive events. Let H be the set of events produced by a distributed computation, and e x i be the xth event produced by process P i . This set is structured as a partial order by Lamport's happened before relation [10] , denoted ! hb and defined as follows: Two distinct events e and f are concurrent (or causally independent) if :ðe ! hb fÞ^:ðf ! hb eÞ. The causal past of an event e is the (partially ordered) set of events f such that f ! hb e.
The partial order b H H ¼ ðH; ! hb Þ constitutes a formal model of the distributed computation it is associated with. Fig. 1 depicts a distributed computation using the classical spacetime diagram. Its primitive events are denoted by white and black dots.
Relevant Events
At some abstraction level only some events of a distributed computation are relevant [5] , [6] , [12] (those events are sometimes called observable events). The decision to consider an event as relevant can be up to the process that produces it, or triggered by some protocol. In this paper, we are not concerned by this decision. As an example, in Fig. 1 only the black events are relevant. Let R H be the set of relevant events. Let ! be the relation on R defined in the following way: 8ðe; fÞ 2 R Â R : ðe ! fÞ , ðe ! hb fÞ:
The poset ðR; !Þ constitutes an abstraction of the distributed computation, namely, a communication and relevant event pattern. In the following, we consider a distributed computation at such an abstraction level. Moreover, without loss of generality, we consider that a relevant event is not a communication event (if a communication event has to be observed, a relevant event can be generated just after the corresponding communication event occurred). Fig. 2 depicts an abstraction of the computation described in Fig. 1 , where only the shaded events are relevant. Each relevant event is identified by a pair (process id, sequence number). 
VECTOR CLOCKS
Definition
Vector clocks have been empirically used as an ad hoc device to solve specific problems before being captured and defined as a concept. For example, they were "implicitly" used to detect mutual inconsistencies of copies of a replicated data [15] , to detect obsolete data [11] , to prevent drift among logical scalar clocks [16] , and to track dependencies between local checkpoints [18] . But, as a first class concept with the associated theory, vector clocks have been introduced in 1988, simultaneously and independently, by Fidge [4] and Mattern [13] . A vector clock system is a mechanism that associates timestamps with (relevant) events in such a way that the comparison of their timestamps indicates whether the corresponding (relevant) events are or are not causally related (and, if they are, which one is the first). More precisely, each process P i has a vector of integers V C i ½1::n such that V C i ½j is the number of (relevant) events produced by P j that belong to the current causal past of P i . Note that V C i ½i counts the number of (relevant) events produced so far by P i . When a process P i produces a (relevant) event e, it associates with it a vector timestamp whose value (denoted e:V C) is equal to the current value of V C i . Fig. 2 associates its vector timestamp with each relevant event of the described distributed computation.
Let e:V C and f:V C be the vector timestamps associated with two distinct (relevant) events e and f, respectively. The following property is the fundamental property associated with vector clocks [4] , [7] , [13] : 8ðe; fÞ 2 R Â R : ððe ! fÞ , ðð8k : e:V C½k f:V C½kÞ^ð9k : e:V C½k < f:V C½kÞÞÞ:
where, ð8k : e:V C½k f:V C½kÞ^ð9k : e:V C½k < f:V C½kÞ is usually denoted e:V C < f:V C. Let P i be the process that has produced e. This additional information allows one to simplify the previous relation which reduces to [4] , [13] : 8ðe; fÞ 2 R Â R : ðe ! fÞ , ðe:V C½i f:V C½iÞ:
Canonical Implementation P0
The traditional implementation of a vector clock system is as follows. Each process P i manages its vector clock V C i ½1::n according to the following rules:
. [R0] V C i ½1::n is initialized to ½0; . . . ; 0. . [R1] Each time it produces a relevant event e:
to indicate it has produced one more (relevant) event, -P i associates with e the timestamp e:V C ¼ V C i . . 
Discussion
The major drawback of the canonical implementation P0 lies in the fact that each message has to carry an array of n integers. It has been shown that, in the worst case, this is a necessary requirement [3] . Nevertheless, the previous protocol can be easily improved in the following way. When P i sends a message to P j , it may send it only the entries that have been modified since its last sending to this process P j . This improvement, proposed in [17] , requires FIFO channels and does not consider the notion of relevant event (it implicitly assumes that all events are relevant, see Section 5.1). It has a small local memory overhead, namely, a process has to manage only two additional arrays of size n. Another improvement is described in [14] . It exploits information on the connectivity of the communication graph, and works when one is interested only in the causality relationship between messages that are sent to the same process. Some applications need only an approximation of the causality relation ! . A relation ! a is an approximation of ! if it is a partial order and if 8ðe; fÞ 2 R Â R : ðe ! fÞ ) ðe ! a fÞ:
This means that some events are ordered by ! a while they are actually not related by ! . It is shown in [20] how to implement such approximations of ! . That approach uses vectors whose size is bounded by a constant k with 1 k n (the case k ¼ 1 actually gives rise to Lamport scalar clocks [10] , while the case k ¼ n corresponds to vector clocks). It is important to notice that, as these vectors aim only to provide an approximation of the causality relation, they do not allow an exact reconstruction of it (even offline).
Notations
The following notations are used in the rest of the paper. Let e be an event of H.
. If V ar i is a local variable of P i and e is produced by P i , then e:V ar i denotes the value of the variable V ar i just after the occurrence of e and before the occurrence of the next event on P i . . predðeÞ denotes the event immediately preceding e on the same process (if it exists). . For every process P i , H i (resp. R i ) denotes the sequence of events (resp. relevant events) produced by P i . For example, if m is message sent by P i to P j , then predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½k denotes the value of the kth entry of V C j just before the receipt of m by P j , and receiveðmÞ:V C j ½k denotes this value just after the the processing of m:V C by P j . Note that sendðmÞ:V C i ½k denotes the value of the kth entry of V C i just before or just after the event sendðmÞ, as V C i is not updated when a sending event occurs (by assumption a sending event cannot be a relevant event).
AN ABSTRACT CONDITION TO REDUCE THE SIZE OF MESSAGE TIMESTAMPS
This section defines an abstract condition that allows a process P i not to transmit its whole vector clock V C i each time it sends a message. Then, it is shown that this condition is both sufficient and necessary.
H E ELARY ET AL.: EFFICIENT CAUSALITY-TRACKING TIMESTAMPING
To Transmit or Not to Transmit Control Information
Let us consider the rule [R3]. It shows that a process P j does not systematically update an entry V C j ½k each time it receives a message m from a process P i : there is no update of V C j ½k when V C j ½k ! m:V C½k. In such a case, the value m:V C½k is useless, and could be omitted from the control information transmitted with m from P i to P j . This observation leads to the definition of the abstract condition Kðm; kÞ that allows a process P i , sending a message m to P j , to decide which entries of V C i have to be transmitted with m.
Definition 1.
Kðm; kÞ ðsendðmÞ:V C i ½k predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½kÞ:
If P i was capable to evaluate Kðm; kÞ when it sends m to P j , the management of vector clocks could be improved by modifying the rule [R2] in the following way: the pair ðk; V C i ½kÞ is transmitted with m if and only if :Kðm; kÞ.
The rule [R3] should be appropriately modified to consider only the pairs carried by m.
Let the pair ðk; V C i ½kÞ be the identifier of the V C i ½k-th relevant event of P k . When it is transmitted with m, this pair is denoted ðk; m:V C½kÞ.
A Necessary and Sufficient Condition
We show that the condition :Kðm; kÞ, used to decide whether or not the pair ðk; V C i ½kÞ has to be transmitted with m, is both necessary and sufficient. Theorem 1. The condition :Kðm; kÞ is both necessary and sufficient for P i to transmit the pair ðk; V C i ½kÞ when it sends a message m to P j .
Proof. Necessity. Let us consider a message m and let k be such that Kðm; kÞ is false. That is:
sendðmÞ:V C i ½k > predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½k:
According to the definition of vector clocks (rule [R3]), we must have
If the pair ðk; sendðmÞ:V C i ½kÞ is not attached to m, then P i cannot update V C j ½k to its correct value (namely, sendðmÞ:V C i ½k). Sufficiency. Let us consider a message m, and let k such that Kðm; kÞ is true. That is sendðmÞ:V C i ½k predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½k:
According to the definition of vector clocks (rule [R3]), we have receiveðmÞ:V C j ½k ¼ predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½k:
This means that the value sendðmÞ:V C i ½k is useless to P j since the value V C j ½k is not updated upon the receipt of m. t u
From the Abstract Condition to a Correct Approximation
Let us examine the condition Kðm; kÞ. When P i sends m to P j , it knows the exact value of sendðmÞ:V C i ½k (it is the current value of V C i ½k). As far as the value predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½k is concerned, there are two cases:
1. If predðreceiveðmÞÞ ! hb sendðmÞ, then P i can know the value of predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½k and, consequently, can evaluate Kðm; kÞ. 2. If predðreceiveðmÞÞ and sendðmÞ are concurrent, then P i cannot know the value of predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½k and, consequently, cannot evaluate Kðm; kÞ. Moreover, when it sends m to P j , whatever the case that occurs, P i has no way to know which case does occur. In that sense, Kðm; kÞ is an abstract condition because the "assumption" that P i can evaluate Kðm; kÞ is not realistic in an asynchronous distributed computation.
Hence, the idea is to use this abstract condition to define a family of vector clocks protocols. Each protocol of this family provides each process with particular data structures that allow it to evaluate a correct approximation of Kðm; kÞ. Let K 0 ðm; kÞ be an approximation of Kðm; kÞ, such that K 0 ðm; kÞ can be evaluated by P i when it sends a message m. This approximation is used in the following way: Each time :K 0 ðm; kÞ, then the pair ðk; V C i ½kÞ must be attached to m. To be correct, the condition K 0 ðm; kÞ must be such that, every time P i has to transmit a pair ðk; V C i ½kÞ because Kðm; kÞ is false, then the approximation K 0 directs P i to transmit this pair. In other words, for every message m and for every k, we must have :Kðm; kÞ ) :K 0 ðm; kÞ, or equivalently, K 0 ðm; kÞ ) Kðm; kÞ. This means that K 0 does not miss pairs whose transmission is required for the correct management of vector clocks.
As an example, let us consider the "constant" condition K 0 ðm; kÞ ¼ false. This trivially correct approximation of K actually corresponds to the canonical implementation P0 presented in Section 3. The two sections that follow present conditions that are better approximations of K. Section 5 first considers the case where channels are FIFO (condition K E SK ). Then, Section 6 considers the general case where channels are not required to be FIFO (condition K M ).
THE CASE OF FIFO CHANNELS
Singhal-Kshemkalyani's Technique
As mentioned earlier, in the context of FIFO channels, an improvement of the canonical implementation of vector clocks was proposed by Singhal and Kshemkalyani [17] . This improvement does not consider the notion of relevant events; this means that it implicitly assumes that all the events are relevant.
This efficient implementation is based on the following idea. When P i sends a message m to P j , it may attach to the message only the entries that have been modified since its last sending to P j . The reduction of the communication overhead is obtained at the expense of an extra storage space at each process. More precisely, each process P i keeps two additional vectors of size n:
. LU i ½1::n (Last Update), such that LU i ½k ¼ x means that the last event of P i upon which V C i ½k has been updated occurred when V C i ½i ¼ x. . LS i ½1::n (Last Sent), such that LS i ½k ¼ x means that the last send event to P k occurred when V C i ½i ¼ x.
The improvement consists in the following modification of the rule [R2]: When P i sends a message m to P j , it only needs to send those entries V C i ½k such that LS i ½j < LU i ½k. Unfortunately, even under the FIFO assumption, this technique is not appropriate in the present model of computation, i.e., when only a subset of the primitive events are relevant (V C i counting the number of relevant events per process). The following counter-example, shown in Fig. 3 , shows that V C 3 ½1 is not correctly updated when P 3 receives the message m 4 (on the figure, the relevant events are shown by dots). When P 2 sends m 4 to P 3 (this nonrelevant communication event is denoted X in the figure), we have LU 2 ½1 ¼ 1; LS 2 ½3 ¼ 1, so the pair ð1; V C 1 ½1Þ ¼ ð1; 2Þ is not transmitted with m 4 . So, on the receipt of m 4 , no update of V C 3 ½1 occurs and the dependence e 1;2 ! hb receiveðm 4 Þ is not taken into account. However, if LU and LS count all events (while the vector clock V C counts only the relevant events), the technique can be adapted, as shown in the next section.
An Extension of Singhal-Kshemkalyani's Technique
This section proposes a concrete condition K E SK , based on an extension of Singhal-Kshemkalyani's technique. It is then shown that this condition is correct, 1 i.e., in every computation, for every pair of processes P i and P j , for every message m sent by P i to P j and for every k, K E SKðm;kÞ ) Kðm; kÞ.
Data structures. Each process P i manages the following set of local variables:
. an integer value X i counting nonrelevant events between two consecutive relevant events on process P i . . a vector LU i ½1::n whose entries belong to N N Â N N, called "Last Update," such that LU i ½k ¼ ðx; Þ means that V C i ½i ¼ x and X i ¼ when process P i last updated the entry V C i ½k. Note that, if k 6 ¼ i, V C i ½k can be updated only when a receipt event (i.e., a nonrelevant event) occurs and, thus, LU i ½k ¼ ðx; Þ with x V C i ½k and > 0. Moreover, LU i ½i ¼ ðV C i ½i; 0Þ. Let us denote by LU i ½k:f (respectively, LU i ½k:s) the first (respectively, second) component of the pair LU i ½k. . a vector LS i ½1::n whose entries belong to N N Â N N, called "Last Sent," such that LS i ½k ¼ ðx; Þ means that V C i ½i ¼ x and X i ¼ when process P i last sent a message to P k . Note that > 0 since a sent event is not a relevant event. Let us denote by LS i ½k:f (respectively, LS i ½k:s) the first (respectively, second) component of the pair LS i ½k. E SK protocol. The concrete condition K E SK is defined as follows:
Definition 2. Let m be a message sent by P i to P j . Then,
For a process P i , the protocol (denoted E SK) is defined by the following set of rules:
-V C i ½1::n is initialized to ½0; . . . ; 0, -X i is initialized to 0, -LU i ½1::n is initialized to ½ð0; 0Þ; . . . ; ð0; 0Þ, -LS i ½1::n is initialized to ½ð0; 0Þ; . . . ; ð0; 0Þ.
. [E-SK1.a] Each time P i produces a nonrelevant event (internal/send/receive), it increments its local counter X i before doing any other action (see the rules [E-SK2] and [E-SK3]). . [E-SK1.b] Each time P i produces a relevant event e:
it increments its vector clock entry V C i ½i, -it associates with e the timestamp e:V C ¼ V C i , -it resets the internal counter: X i :¼ 0. . [E-SK2] When P i sends a message m to P j :
it attaches to m the set m:V C of event identifiers ðk; V C i ½kÞ such that :K E SK ðm; kÞ, -it updates its local vector LS i by executing:
executes the following updates:
Interestingly, when all the primitive events are relevant, this protocol reduces to the basic protocol presented in [17] .
Correctness of the Condition K E SK
Theorem 2. 8i; 8j; 8m sent from P i to P j , 8k : K E SK ðm; kÞ ) Kðm; kÞ:
Proof. Let us consider a computation and two processes P i and P j . Because of the FIFO assumption, the set of messages sent from P i to P j is a sequence M i.e., Kðm 1 ; kÞ holds. Induction. Let m q be any message of the sequence, with q > 1. The induction assumption is 8r < q; 8k : K E SK ðm r ; kÞ ) Kðm r ; kÞ:
We have to show that 8k : K E SK ðm q ; kÞ ) Kðm q ; kÞ. Let us define ðx; Þ ¼ ðpredðsendðm q ÞÞ:LS i ½j and ðy; Þ ¼ predðsendðm q ÞÞ:LU i ½k:
If K E SK ðm q ; kÞ holds, we have either ðx > yÞ (Fig. 4a) or ðx ¼ yÞ^ð ! Þ (Fig. 4b) . Note that in the second case, > because a receipt event and a send event are distinct. Let m denote the first message received by P i from some P ' , whose receipt has updated V C i ½k to its current value sendðm q Þ:V C i ½k. By construction, receiveðmÞ occurred on P i after the relevant event e i;y and before the relevant event e i;yþ1 . Similarly, sendðm qÀ1 Þ occurred on P i after the relevant event e i;x and before the relevant event e i;xþ1 . If x > y or if ðx ¼ yÞ^ð > Þ, then the event receiveðmÞ occurred on P i before the event sendðm qÀ1 Þ. Thus, receiveðmÞ:V C i ½k sendðm qÀ1 Þ:V C i ½k sendðm q Þ:V C i ½k:
Since V C i ½k has not been updated since the event receiveðmÞ, we have receiveðmÞ:V C i ½k ¼ sendðm qÀ1 Þ:V C i ½k ¼ sendðm q Þ:V C i ½k:
If K E SK ðm qÀ1 ; kÞ holds, then by the induction assumption, we have sendðm qÀ1 Þ:V C i ½k predðreceiveðm qÀ1 ÞÞ;
If, on the contrary, K E SK ðm qÀ1 ; kÞ does not hold, then the pair ðk; sendðm qÀ1 Þ:V C i ½kÞ has been attached to m qÀ1 and, thus, sendðm qÀ1 Þ:V C i ½k receiveðm qÀ1 Þ:V C j ½k:
Thus, in both cases, sendðm q Þ:V C i ½k ¼ sendðm qÀ1 Þ:V C i ½k receiveðm qÀ1 Þ:V C j ½k receiveðm q Þ:V C j ½k;
i.e., Kðm q ; kÞ holds. t u
THE GENERAL CASE
This section provides another correct implementation K M of the abstract condition, from which two protocols are designed. To our knowledge, the proposed protocols are the first that implement the abstract condition (on-the-fly, without additional control messages), in a context where 1) channels are not necessarily FIFO and 2) there is no a priori information on the communication graph connectivity or the communication pattern.
Management of a Boolean Matrix
In order to implement the approximation K M of the condition K, each process P i is equipped with a very simple data structure, namely, a Boolean matrix M i (introduced for the first time in [9] ). This Boolean matrix is managed to satisfy the following property: "For each message m sent by P i to P j , ðsendðmÞ:M i ½j; k ¼ 1Þ )
ðsendðmÞ:V C i ½k predðreceiveðmÞÞ:V C j ½kÞ:
00
Let K M ðm; kÞ ðsendðmÞ:M i ½j; k ¼ 1Þ. We will show that K M ðm; kÞ ) Kðm; kÞ. This means that K M ðm; kÞ is a condition that is sufficient to determine whether the pair ðk; sendðmÞ:V C i ½kÞ has to be attached to the message m.
In order to attain this goal, the matrix M i is managed according to the following rules.
. Proof. The proof is by induction on the poset b H H. Since IMðe; j; kÞ trivially holds: 1) when j ¼ k, 2) when i ¼ j, and 3) for every event e such that e:M i ½j; k ¼ 0, we consider only the cases j 6 ¼ k^i 6 ¼ j, and only the events e such that e:M i ½j; k ¼ 1. Moreover, if for an event e 2 H i and a pair ðj; kÞ we have ðpredðeÞ:M i ½j; k ¼ e:M i ½j; kÞ^predðeÞ:V C i ½k ¼ e:V C i ½k; then, obviously, IMðpredðeÞ; j; kÞ ) IMðe; j; kÞ (referred in the rest of the proof as a "no-change situation"). Base case. Let e be the first event of P i . We have e:M i ½j; k ¼ 1 only in the following cases (recall that
. e is neither a relevant nor a receipt event. Then, we have e:V C i ½k ¼ 0. . e is a relevant event. Then we have 8j; 8k 6 ¼ i :
e:M i ½j; k ¼ 1 and e:V C i ½k ¼ 0. . e is a receipt of a message m from P j . t u
The following theorem shows that the condition K M ðm; kÞ is correct.
Theorem 3. 8i, 8j, 8m sent by P i to P j , 8k:
K M ðm; kÞ ) Kðm; kÞ:
Proof. Consider a computation and two processes P i and P j . Let m be a message sent by P i to P j and let e ¼ sendðmÞ. Let us assume that sendðmÞ:M i ½j; k ¼ 1. From Lemma 1, this implies either one of the four cases (note that i 6 ¼ j):
1. j ¼ k. m is a message from P i to P j . Properties of vector clocks imply that Two protocols based on K M are presented. The protocol P1 directly uses M i to reduce the number of vector clock entries that have to be transmitted. The protocol P2 shows that this number can still be reduced if we allow a message to carry Boolean vectors (namely, a Boolean vector per vector clock entry that has to be transmitted). It follows that the protocol P2 exhibits a tradeoff in the control information piggybacked by messages (integers versus Boolean arrays).
Protocol P1
For a process P i the protocol implementing vector clocks with matrices M is defined by the following set of rules:
-V C i ½1::n is initialized to ½0; . . . ; 0, -8ðj; kÞ : M i ½j; k is initialized to 1.
Each time it produces a relevant event e:
associates with e the timestamp e:V C ¼ V C i , -P i resets the ith column of its Boolean matrix:
When it sends a message m to P j , P i attaches to m the following set of event identifiers:
When it receives a message m from P j , P i executes the following updates:
8ðk; V C j ½kÞ 2 m:V C do:
Let M i ½Ã; k denote the kth column of M i . We remark that actually, the value of the column M i ½Ã; i remains constant to zero after its first update (see rule [R1]). In fact, 8j; M i ½j; i can be set to 1 only upon the receipt of a message from P j , including ðj; V C j ½iÞ. But, as M j ½i; i ¼ 1, P j does not send V C j ½i to P i . So, it is possible to improve P1 by executing this "reset" of the column M i ½Ã; i only when P i produces its first relevant event. This means that at the next sending to P j , process P i will transmit again the pair ði; V C i ½iÞ to P j , even if this value is already known to P j .
Protocol P2
The protocol P2 aims at increasing the number of entries of M i that are set to 1 and, consequently, decreasing the number of pairs ðk; V C i ½kÞ that a message has to piggyback. This is obtained without adding new control information, but requires messages to piggyback Boolean arrays. This shows that, for each message, there is a tradeoff between the number of pairs ðk; V C i ½kÞ that are saved and the number of Boolean vectors that have to be piggybacked.
The In the rest of the paper, T 1!2 denotes the modification that transforms protocol P1 into protocol P2.
An Adaptive Timestamping Layer
The protocol P1 (resp. P2) piggybacks less information, in terms of number of bits, than the protocol P0, if the number of pairs ðk; V C i ½kÞ (resp., triples ðk; V C i ½k; M i ½Ã; kÞ) is below a given threshold.
Let s be the number of bits required to encode a sequence number (identifying a relevant event on a process), and jm:V Cj denote the number of pairs (or triples) of m:V C. The protocol P0 requires to transmit n Ã s bits of control information, whereas P1 requires jm:V Cj Ã ðs þ log 2 nÞ bits and P2 requires jm:V C 0 j Ã ðn þ s þ log 2 nÞ bits (where m:V C and m:V C 0 are the timestamp associated with m by P1 and P2, respectively. jm:Xj denotes the number of elements of the set m:X). It can be easily seen that, for a message m:
1. P1 is better than P0 if jm:V Cj < n Ã s ðs þ log 2 nÞ :
2. Protocol P2 is better than P0 and P1 if jm:V C 0 j < minðn Ã s; jm:V Cj Ã ðs þ log 2 nÞÞ ðn þ s þ log 2 nÞ :
From an operational point of view, the previous thresholds can be used by a timestamp software layer, which embeds P0, P1, and P2 to minimize the information piggybacked by application messages. This layer is actually composed by a high-level protocol P that, when a sending event is generated by an application process, evaluates which is the best timestamping protocol to use and formats the piggybacked information according to the selected protocol. More precisely, P adds, at sender side, a two bits header to the piggybacked information to indicate which timestamping is used (e.g., 00 for P0, 01 for P1 and 10 for P2). This header is used by P, at the receiver side, in order to execute the receipt rule corresponding to the timestamping protocol executed by the sender.
Concerning the implementation of P, the rules [MR0] and [MR1] are those implementing protocol P1, whereas the other are the following ones: [MR2"] Each time P i sends a message m to P j ,
nÞ < minðn Ã s; jm:V Cj Ã ðs þ log 2 nÞÞ then attach to m the header "10" and executes rule [MR2'] else if jm:V Cj Ã ðs þ log 2 nÞ < ðn Ã sÞ then attach to m the header "01" and executes rule [MR2] else attach to m the header "00" and the whole local vector clock endif endif [MR3"] Each time P i receives a message from P j , it applies the rule of the protocol specified by the header.
COMING BACK TO FIFO CHANNELS
This section shows that, if the channels are FIFO, the previous protocols can be improved and this improvement is more efficient than the extended Singhal-Kshemkalyani's protocol presented in Section 5.2.
Improving P1 and P2
Let us assume that channels are FIFO. This additional assumption can be used to improve the protocols behavior.
More precisely, when a process P i sends a message m to P j by attaching to it a pair ðk; V C i ½kÞ or a triple ðk; V C i ½k; M i ½Ã; kÞ; in addition to the statements defined in the rules [MR2] or [MR2'], it can immediately execute the update M i ½j; k :¼ 1. In fact, consider another message m 0 sent by P i to P j after m. Due to FIFO assumption, m 0 will be received by P j after m. If sendðm 0 Þ:V C i ½k ¼ sendðmÞ:V C i ½k;
the value sendðm 0 Þ:V C i ½k has not to be transmitted by m 0 because P j has already "learnt" this value upon receiving m (or earlier). Note that, in that case, sendðm 0 Þ:M i ½j; k ¼ 1 because M i ½j; k, set to 1 upon the sending of m, has not meanwhile been reset to 0 (V C i ½k has not been updated). This also explains why this enhancement is restricted to systems with FIFO communications: If m 0 could overpass m, then the value sendðmÞ:V C i ½k transmitted by m could be not yet known by P j when it receives m 0 . Consequently, it appears that the FIFO property of channels can reduce the number of pairs piggybacked by a message. Note, in particular, that with this enhancement, a process P i sends the pair ði; V C i ½iÞ to a process P j only if, since its last relevant event, this sending is the first sending to P j .
Comparison with E SK
This section shows that, in presence of FIFO channels, the protocol P1 is strictly more efficient than the E SK protocol (denoted P1 0 E SK), where the notion of efficiency is referred to the number of pairs in the list m:V C attached to messages.
Given two protocols P and Q, based respectively on conditions K P and K Q (satisfying K P ) K and K Q ) K), we say that P is more efficient than Q, denoted P 0 Q, if the following property is satisfied: In every computation, 8i, 8j, 8m sent by P i to P j , 8k: K Q ðm; kÞ ) K P ðm; kÞ^:ðK P ðm; kÞ ) K Q ðm; kÞ:
In fact, this property means that, on the one hand, in every computation, 8m; 8k : :K P ðm; kÞ ) :K Q ðm; kÞ and, thus, every pair ðk; V C½kÞ attached to m when protocol P is executed will also be attached to m when protocol Q is executed. On the other hand, there exists a computation, 9m 9k : K P ðm; kÞ^:K Q ðm; kÞ and, thus, there exists a message m and a pair ðk; V C½kÞ that is attached to m when Q is executed but is not attached to m when P is executed.
To summarize, P 0 Q means that the size of control information transmitted by messages is strictly smaller with P than with Q. Below, we show that P1 0 E SK. Since P1 is based on condition K M and E SK is based on condition K E SK , this amounts to show that K E SK ) K M (Lemma 2) and :ðK M ) K E SK Þ (Lemma 3).
Lemma 2. 8i, 8j, 8m sent from P i to P j , 8k : K E SK ðm; kÞ ) K M ðm; kÞ:
Proof. Consider a computation and two processes P i and P j in this computation. Let m 2 M ij and k such that :K M ðm; kÞ, i.e., sendðmÞ:M i ½j; k ¼ 0. As M i ½j; j ¼ 1 and M i ½i; j ¼ 1 at all time, it is sufficient to consider j 6 ¼ i; k 6 ¼ j and the two cases k ¼ i and k 6 ¼ i.
1. k ¼ i (and j 6 ¼ i). Let x ¼ sendðmÞ:V C i ½i. By construction, e i;x is the last relevant event produced by P i before sendðmÞ (see Fig. 5a ). There exists a computation, 9i, 9j, 9m sent from P i to P j , 9k such that :K E SK ðm; kÞ^K M ðm; kÞ.
Proof. Consider the computation described Fig. 6 . If protocol P1 is executed on this computation, the message m 0 must transmit the pair ðk; sendðm 0 Þ:V C j ½kÞ ¼ ðk; 1Þ. Note that this counter-example remains true even in the case where all events are relevant (i.e., all internal events are relevant and one relevant event is generated just after each communication event). In that case, when P i is about to send m 00 : LS i ½k ¼ ð0; 0Þ < LU i ½k ¼ ð2; 0Þ
and, thus, :K E SK ðm 00 ; kÞ; on the other hand, M i ½j; k has been set to 1 upon the receipt of m 0 and has not been reset to 0 upon the relevant event just following this receipt. Thus, K M ðm 00 ; kÞ holds.
Theorem 4. P1 0 E-SK.
Proof. The proof directly follows from the Lemmas 2 and 3.t u
In both P1 and E SK, the reduction of the communication overhead is obtained at the expenses of an extra storage space at each process. P1 uses only a local Boolean matrix of size n 2 . E SK uses two arrays of pairs of integers (size 2n) plus one integer. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has addressed the tracking of the causality relation on the relevant events produced by asynchronous distributed message-passing computations. A suite of simple and efficient causality-tracking protocols has been presented. These protocols focused on the reduction of the size of message timestamps (i.e., the number of entries of a message timestamp can be less than n). They require no particular assumptions on channel behaviors, (such as FIFO) , the connectivity of the communication graph or the communication pattern. From a practical point of view, they provide a suite that can be used as the core of an adaptive timestamping software layer that allows a distributed application to timestamp its messages in an efficient way. Replicated storage systems [19] , group toolkits [2] , and distributed debugging tools [8] are examples of applications that enjoy a reduction of message traffic by using that timestamping service.
